To: Michael Donohoe, Editor, The Cowl

Although much comment on the Barnes-Ketvirtis incident has appeared in the press, Mr. Barnes, who is now retired from the University, has chosen to make public the decision of the Committee on Discipline, there are several reasons why I cannot discuss in a substantial way the Committee's procedure in the case, which I am free to reveal, are the following. In accordance with the student Bill of Rights, Mr. Barnes was notified in writing of the charge ten days before the hearing. In the course of the hearing, some of the evidence was taken from thirteen individuals. The Committee's decision was based in large part on the testimony of confidentiality still binding members of the Committee on Discipline, a rule of confidentiality still binding members of the Committee on Discipline, a decision by me relative to the facts of the case would not be in the best interests of all parties in this matter.

However, I assure all members of the College community that the Committee on Discipline made its judgment only after an exhaustive hearing and a lengthy deliberation. Among the salient elements of the Committee's procedure in the case, which I am free to reveal, are the following.

1. The prime concerns of the Committee were to adhere to the procedures of the Providence College Corporation. Two and one half hours, the Providence College Corporation voted to name the two newest buildings on campus in honor of the late Very Rev. Robert Joseph O'Malley, D.D., third Bishop of Providence.

2. The Providence College Corporation's procedure in the case, which I am free to reveal, are the best interests of all parties in this matter. The Providence College Corporation's procedure in the case, which I am free to reveal, are the best interests of all parties in this matter.
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On December 28th, nearly eighty students, faculty, and labor leaders, conducted a demonstration to protest the renewed bombing in North Vietnam. The protest was organized by the Center for Social Change, a multi-purpose social action group in Providence. Gary Hamelson read an opening statement which had been endorsed by a number of organizations and individuals.

Chairman of the Committee on Dorm Life called for "an immediate end to the bombing of North Vietnam" because "the moral and physical suffering of the population of the war-torn areas is morally wrong." The statement concluded, "Many tons of explosives have been dropped on Indochina during just the Nixon administration than all previous administrations combined. Air Force studies indicate that this bombing probably does not do significant military damage. Supplies are not cut off. The morale of the people is strengthened. Diplomatically, we do not see how this kind of action can be helpful to negotiations. How can the administration expect our government to stay in place at the same time as the bombings continue?" Hamelson emphasized "Vietnam is not a country of two" and that, "the United States withdraw all its support, both military and financial, from its 'pacification dictatorship.'"

Corporations responded in support of the above positions. The Center for Social Change said that it was "in the best interests of the College to adhere to the procedures of the Providence College Corporation. Two and one half hours, the Providence College Corporation voted to name the two newest buildings on campus in honor of the late Very Rev. Robert Joseph O'Malley, D.D., third Bishop of Providence." The Providence College Corporation's procedure in the case, which I am free to reveal, are the best interests of all parties in this matter. The Providence College Corporation's procedure in the case, which I am free to reveal, are the best interests of all parties in this matter. The Providence College Corporation's procedure in the case, which I am free to reveal, are the best interests of all parties in this matter. The Providence College Corporation's procedure in the case, which I am free to reveal, are the best interests of all parties in this matter.

Protests Renewed Bombing
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Police Hold Facts On Ketvirtis’s Suits

On January 19, Captain Maroney of the Providence Police Department said that the charges being filed by Larry Ketvirtis against Dave Gassner and the Providence Police Department are "still under investigation." The police are "exhausting all possible avenues" and interviewing all witnesses that are in any way connected or involved with the case. The Captain explained that no further information could possibly be given out at this time because the case hasn’t left investigation.
An Expose: Prostitution on Campus

by Ann Frank

The Providence College Film Society was originally founded in 1969 by Malcolm Holmes, an instructor on campus, and a small hard-core corps of followers. Details are sketchy and almost non-existent about the Society's past, but Jim Sands, the president of the group, helped out this reporter. One thing is clear, "it was a puritan group, dedicated to the art of film, back in those days. They had aspirations, a purpose, and direction. It was in broad terms, an educational course, an interest, an attraction to foreign films. They were interested in showing foreign films to the general audience. Perhaps we were analyzing at that point the theory of a film society and the practical aspects of such a society. Perhaps we were developing a particular group, or one dedicated to the elitist group, or one dedicated to an ideological group, or one dedicated to an experimental group, or one dedicated to a practical group."

"Perhaps a course on the art of film; 'hopes of attaining guest speakers and conducting lectures, ran high. Foreign films were preferred by the group, as these avant-garde "flicks" were considered a study in art, rather than "those money-grabbing American films."

"Perhaps it was at this point that the film society would have declined and it suffers from a problem we all suffer from -- MONEY. Reluctantly, therefore, the group has turned to a form of the art films. The big block-buster and nostalgic films have had to be employed to carry financial, the not so popular aesthetic and artsy foreign films. The film screenings are always in conflict. "The calendar of movies has been planned many months in advance, and we suffer miserably when a late minute mixer is scheduled," said Jim He added that, "we just don't have their latitude and freedom." The problem has been related to a lack of funds. The society would be released from its financial obligations and be able to return to its art form. Perhaps, the Society could establish itself as a mini-course in the art of cinema. In conjunction with some of the departments, films such as Olivier's HAMLET or OTHELLO could be shown."

"As Jim told me, "all we need is money, man power, and support" to fulfill our original goals. Will The Providence College Film Society continue as merely an entertainment arm of the campus (a prostitution of ideals) or become the society of film-as-art (a redemption) it had originally been directed? It's up to you: call Jim Sands at 421-4666 (at home) or 2106 (on campus).

Anyone wishing to dribble to BOSTON COLLEGE for next Wednesday's basketball game, should contact Neil at 421-4666 (at home) or 2106 (on campus)."

IMMEDIATELY Remember the N.I.T. two years ago!
Продвинутый инструмент для соревнований; UMass и Jacksonville Are Next

The Providence College Friars return from the West Coast to entertain two capable foes this weekend at the Civic Center. Wednesday evening the Friars will host the University of Massachusetts Redmen. UMass, never really has recovered from the loss of -- Mr. Everything. Julius Erving. None-the-less, the Redmen have proven themselves as a solid squad by defeating talented Penn, 67-58. A perennial Yankee Conference contender, coach Jack Leaman's Redmen are led by 6'4" senior center Charlie Peters. 

Junior guard Al Skinner, and junior forward Peter Trow who also is listed at 6'1/2". The home game of the year, however, should be staged Saturday afternoon when the Friars take on the rugged Jacksonville University Dolphins. Led by 6'6" junior center Abe Steward and that super sophomore Henry Williams (6'6"), Tom Wasdin's troops have changed their style of play. Smaller than past Jacksonville teams, the 1972-73 Dolphins rely less on the fast break and play a more deliberate style of offense. But the Dolphins can be explosive as they proved when they humiliated the Rajin' Cajuns of south-western Louisiana, led by All-American Bo Lamar in front of a nationwide television audience. The Dolphins are also coming off an impressive 70-66 victory over highly-regarded Florida State University, last year's NCAA runners-up in U.C.L.A. 

The Dolphin's super-soph. Henry Williams. 

Jacksonville's talented mentor. Tom Wasdin. one of the finest in the nation. The Providence-Jacksonville clash has been selected as the "E.C.A. Game of the Week," and will be televised throughout the East. A capacity crowd is expected at the Civic Center.

Hockey con't... 

team since we last saw them. The Warriors had beaten Div. I Yale and tied New Hampshire. 

going into Saturday's game we averaged 6 1/4 goals for while yielding 5 2/3.

The game was hurt in many ways by the referees' insistence of calling by "high school" rules. They used most of the rules book in their attempt to transplant both player benches into the penalty box. Their actions became comical with the assessment of 52 penalty minutes. Over-looking this unfortunate phase of the game, the team played a sluggish first period. Shanahan scored shortly after the first minute of play on a setup by Mike Marrelli and goalie "Zeke" Zyburn. That one point Zyburn with Coach (double B) Bellemare for a career high point total as a goalie. Then Yerxa and "Shag" set up John Martin on a picture perfect tip-in. One of the most interesting moments in College Hockey is facing an ext-teammate, exchanging pre-game wishes and then attempt throughout the game to kick each other's - - The confrontations throughout the game between the Warrior's Dave Krezien (Chatham, Ont.) and Otto Tingley (Cranston) against PC's Chatham and Cranston contingents always adds more color to the game. 

The second session had Dan Kennedy assuming a goal scoring position once again. This time he caught a rebound and found an easy target over the sprawling goalie Pat Finch. Dave Kelly followed 36 seconds later finishing a play that had started on a pass from Marvell to Martin. Merrimack's second goal scored by Kruessel not only closed the second period, but also closed out the game. 

The third period box score showed only penalties with neither team able to generate enough energy to score. Zeke put in an outstanding job in the cage turning back a total of 45 shots. Due to penalties, we spent the last four minutes of the game shorthanded forcing Zeke to save the game.

Snowflakes - Since the holiday break, the Friars have had six games on the road and three at home counting the 2 this weekend. At the RPI tourney they took one of three (Minn-Duluth 6-5 L, RPI 4-1, L, Carleton 8-1 W), split with Bowling Green (W 8-4, L 5-3), and beat both Northeastern 7-4, and West Point 6-1. At RPI two Friars made the All-tourney team, John Verrya and Sean Shanahan. Unfortunately, the hockey team has to play without the psychological help of a home crowd. Maybe we will just have to accept that fact that this is a 1 sport school - I won't! When a 5,000 seat auditorium contains only 500 spectators it hurts our pride as a team. Perhaps if we received more publicity or the school arranged for buses to take students to Merrimack Auditorium, attendance would rise. The players overcome this spectator apathy by saying "next year will be different." I hope so, but I'm doubtful.
Powerful U.C.L.A. Bruins
Overwhelm Providence Five

By Joe Caruolo

Despite the "seemingly" overpowering performance of the U.C.L.A. Bruins in their contest with the Providence Friars, the final 101-77 tally does not represent in all aspects the true flow of the back game. The Friars, carrying their ninth ranking statistics in their back pockets came to Pauley Pavilion to play ball with the giant of the game.

Led by that "scrappy little guard," Ernie DiGregorio the Friar's court general dazed the Bruins guards with his usual array of change of pace, behind the back dribbles that were combined with his usual array of the game.

Shooting for the collegiate record of 60 consecutive victories, the Bruins in the first half were not able to hit the Providence five and rest comfortably in the second half. Friar Coach, Dave Gavitt witnessed his Smith Hill force battle position to hurt you. I knew he was a dominating force offensively, but he compares favorably with Jabbar." "Hurtling" the Friars he did. With the almost forgotten battle under the offensive boards due to the sharp outside shooting of Ernie D., senior forward Frank Costello was not "overlooked" by the officials and picked up several fouls in no time in an all out effort to afford the Friars a much needed second shot when the ball didn't drop. Forced to the bench, the Friar defense was shifted to drive at the basket. At the half, the PC five were behind, 36-44 and out of it all. The Friars retired to their dressing room with the following totals - Ernie D., 14 points; Marvin Barnes 22, Nehru King 8 points apiece, and Kevin Satrom with six.

With the tip in the second half, the Bruins were able to work out loads of 10, 15 points and the final 24. The Friars were not dazed as some might suspect. What occurred was the true flow of the Providence offense. Missing that all important first shot, Bill Walton did not afford the Friars the luxury of another try. Oft times, the Friar fans felt that the officials "overlooked" many Bruin violations under the boards, resulting in several three point scoring barrages. In the end, the combination of pressure (the Bruins balanced attack) enabled the UCLA squad to run up the score. Walton, Wilkes, 175, Hollyfield 18, Farmer 21, and Lee 11.

Not making any excuses for the Friars, I believe the Bruins were simply the better team that night. Unfortunately, my sentiments are held by the fifty-eight head and assistant basketball coaches of the teams the UCLA machine have churned with ease. What appears to be just another UCLA record for John Wooden?" With a victory over Loyola of Chicago the next week, the Bruins will tie the 60-in-a-row game record of the St. Lawrence.

"It's the old story, when a guy like Bill Walton is playing for year team, he can do no wrong. When he isn't, that 'pansy cries and complaints when you hit him cross-eyed."

In preparing for the UCLA game

"—The Incomparable John Wooden

—Povertyback Court Ace, Ernie DiGregorio

HOCKEY

by Lenny Absefvd

Puck flying, body-checking, game psyching is usually arrived at over a cold shower, a relaxing coach and mood carping music (presently the Moody Blues). In the short span of last minutes preparation, the mind races through the past, present, and future in the hopes of securing an insight into the day's game. Muscles are held with a tension, while mild nausia is all that fills your stomach. As the muscles are tense in uselessness, competition with nausia is the biggest pre-game ailment.

Before taking the ice, there are always those last second checks; stick perfect, pads on just tight enough, helmet comfortable, blades clean and sharp - then the adrenaline begins flowing to a peak. Our eyes hit the ice surface and reflect the audience in second of fear follows, apprehensive of the unknown and unpredictable.

The first twenty minutes of the St. Lawrence game had us taking 29 shots on their goalie Jacques Martin and not getting one past him. At the half, the Friars were about ten shots and scored 6 times. It seemed that our only reaction was one of shock and revenge. We knew a 0-0 first period score did not reflect the true game picture. Their goalie combined quick feet, lightning reflexes and luck to turn out a sensational performance.

Skating into the second period we realized that in order to get back in this game we had to score quick and often. As we hoped, "Shag" Shanahan, Jim Murphy and Dave Kelly all scored within the first four minutes. Shag's came on a set play and broke in alone on Martin and beat him on a hard shot from about 20. Feet. Probably one of the most exciting plays to watch is that back several times in the first half. Both teams shot well over 50% in the early going in what turned out to be a shooting contest between Ernie D. and Marvin B. against a well disciplined Bruin offense. Admittedly, Bill Walton controlled the boards, offense and defense.

Concerning the celebrated center, Dave Gavitt stated: "Two things impressed me when I saw him. He is the best big man moving without the ball I have ever seen. He is always getting himself in balance the obvious height loss in the 6'8" senior. In turn, Gavitt called on seniors Charlie Crawford and Nehru King with freshman Ron Norwood to fill the forward position. The Bruins continued to pump in the buckets and ripped off a 14 point advantage, walking under the basket on the Friar weak side. All the starting Bruins, except Lee, eventually hit double figures.

Determined to battle back, the Friars drew to within 6 points in a hand a break away which Dave's wing had on a full head of steam. Combining speed with a good fake, Jim just kept the door open for Marvell (3) and Pete Valentine (6) to move in for rebound against St. Lawrence goalie, P.C. fell short in losing 6-7.

Valentine took a pass from Jeff Nixon and sent Murph down the wing with a good fake, Jim just started to prove our diehard attitude and "You can make up for yesterday's loss in the nineties. Over 91)

Marvell (3) and Pete Valentine (6) move in for rebound against St. Lawrence goalie, P.C. fell short in losing 6-7.

—All-Time Great, Bill Walton

The Friars were confident they could handle the famed Bruin press. True happened to my estimation was a lack of the Friar fast break. Like I said, the Walton gang never let Marvin or Ernie pull the pin on the Friar break.

"I never look at the game personally so I really have no feelings in that direction. I had the pleasure of meeting Coach Wooden recently and I was really refreshing man on and off the court. His colleagues have been critical of him because he has come and seldom leaves home. His record speaks for itself. He has his team play the game the way it should be played. U.C.L.A. is characterized by tough defense and it's unsellability in hitting a man hard.

At home we should not be totally dishartened with the loss that sets the Friars record thus far at 1-0 and 2. The Providence five will return Sunday and prepare for two tough games this week at home. A sell out crowd is expected for both the Friday game against U Mass. and the Dolphins of Jacksonville on the 27th.


Ernie DiGregorio now has 1, 289 career points and currently ranks fifth on all the time Friar scoring list. Ernie's next mark is to top John Egan's (1, 163) 1, 164 total.

Coach Dave Gavitt upon being questioned about Ernie's ability to play as a pro had an interesting reply — "I used my players on the baseline and ordered a foot race before the middle; if I gave everyone a ball he would be the first to finish."